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1 Introduction

There are basically two notions in the description of such large-amplitude collective
motions as the deep-inelastic collisions and fusions of heavy ions and fissions. The
experimental observations indicate that these large -amplitude collective motions are
dissipative and diffusive. These aspect has led to many phenomenological models
which describe the dissipative collective motions as transport phenomena with the
use of probabilistic and statistical equations like the Fokker-Planck and the Langevin
equations.

On the other hand, one can emphasize the fact that the basic equations for the
microscopic nuclear dynamics, which is governed by the Schrodinger equation, is
deterministic in time-evolution. Numerical simulations of the deep-inelastic heavy ion
collisions have been done on the basis of the time-dependent Hartree-Fock (TDHF)
theory, which is a selfconsistent mean-field approximation of the microscopic many-
body Schrodinger equations for the constituent nucleons[l]. They have succeeded
in semi-quantitatively reproducing the observed average quantities characteristic for
the collisions.

If one wants to link these two different notions, we have to ask what is the mi-
croscopic mechanism responsible for the dissipative behaviour of the large-amplitude
collective motions, and why nuclei governed by the deterministic evolutionary equa-
tion exhibit the probabilistic and statistical aspects. Answers to these questions will
provide us with a clue to understanding the non-equilibrium statistical mechanics in
finite systems such its nuclei.

There have been done numerous theoretical attempts which intended to derive
nuclear transport equations from the microscopic viewpoints by the use of variety of
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theories, e.g. the linear response theory [2| and the random matrix model [3]. Even
these theories, however, do not seem to thoroughly answer the question stated above,
because they still employ some statistical hypothesis, like the local equilibrium (heat-
bath nature) of nuclear intrinsic excitation or the randomness of the interactions.

In the first half of this paper, we describe briefly a recent theoretical approach
[4] where the mechanism of the large-amplitude dissipative collective motions can be
investigated on the basis of the microscopic theory of nuclear collective dynamics[5].
Namely, we derive the general coupled master equations which can disclose, in the
framework of the TDHF theory, not only non-linear dynamics among the collective
and the single-particle modes of motion but also microscopic dynamics responsible
for the dissipative processes.

In the latter half, we investigate, without relying on any statistical hypothesis, one
possible microscopic origin which leads us to the transport equation of the Fokker-
Planck type so that usefullness of the general framework is demonstrated.

2 Relevant and irrelevant degrees of freedom for
TDHF trajectories

In order to describe the large-amplitude clissipative collective motions, we have to
introduce a set of relevant and irrelevant degrees of freedom. The relevant variables
describe collective motion of the system under consideration while the irrelevant
ones do the degrees of freedom toward which such physical quantities as the energy is
transferred from the relevant degrees of freedom. Since evolutionary equations for the
relevant variables can be formally obtained by projecting out the irrelevant variables,
the resultant evolutionary equation certainly depends on the definition of the relevant
and the irrelevant variables. It is therefore of primarily importance to properly divide
the whole dynamics into a set of the relevant and the irrelevant degrees of freedom.

According to the semi-classical microscopic theory [5] which describes the nuclear
collective dynamics in the framework of the TDHF approximation, it is convenient
to express the Slater detenninantal state vector \<t>(t)) as

)WO) = ex

Here |<£o) is a stationary Hartree-Fock state and a' and bf represent particle and hole
creation operators with respect to |^o) • The subscript j labels the particle-hole pairs:
j ' = 1, • • •, K (K is t'"e total number of the pairs). Using the variables transformation
from {/>,// : j = 1, • • •, K) to the new variables {Cj, Cj : j = 1, • - •, K} which takes
into account the Pauli exclusion effect between the particle-hole pairs, we can express
the TDHF equation for \<t>(t)) in a form of a set of classical canonical equations of
motion [6,7,8]

;c^L id-™

where the Hamiltonian H is defined by ff(Cj,CJ) = {<t\H\tt>} with the microscopic
Hamiltonian H: Equation (2.2) determines a trajectory in the 2/v-dimensional sym-
plectic manifold M2K : {Cj,C] : j = 1, • • •, A'}.
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Although a single TDHF trajectory is enough to represent the dynamics of the
system, the collectivity of the system is to be discussed in connection with character-
istic features displayed by a ensemblt of many TDHF trajectories.

In some case, a group of trajectories with similar initial conditions may develop
very differently from each other and finally lose their initial focussing. In this sit-
uation schematically shown in Fig. la, no collective property is expected and a set
of the trajectories show some stochastic feature of the system. On the other hand,
there may occur other situation where many trajectories with slightly different ini-
tial conditions develop in a similar way during a long enough time with forming a
bundle of trajectories (see Fig. lb). In this case, the system is regarded to exhibit
large-amplitude collective motion along an averaged trajectory of the bundle. Collec-
tivity is measured by degree of accumulation of the trajectories around the average
trajectory. Since the bundle of trajectories will cover a small part of M2K, the aver-
age trajectory is bound on a small-dimensional hypersurface Y?L (submanifold with
dimension 2L <C 2A"), which is called the collective submanifold Eco".

' (a) stochastic cf (b) collective

Fig. 1 Stochastic and collective situations represented by trajectories in the TDHF phase space M2*

The motion represented by the average behaviour of the bundle is regarded as
the relevant motion of the trajectories, while the small-fluctuation around the mean
trajectory can be treated as the irrelevant degrees of freedom.

In this situation we can introduce a set of new variables: (rja,rjl : a = 1, ••- ,£)
which are supposed to describe the relevant part of trajectories, (f „, & : a = 1, - • •, A'—
L) for the irrelevant part of trajectories. The new variables (i}*,vZ',ta>(Z) ' s related
to the initial canonical coordinate system (C,, C") through a non-linear canonical
transformation of general form

C> = Cj(»;, >/*•£. O and c.c. (2.3)

The transformation must satisfy the canonical-variables condition

(2.4)

where S is a generating function of the canonical transformation and is a real func-
tion of (')»,>/«; 4»>C)- Since the irrelevant variables (f«,{o) are supposed to describe
the small-fluctuation of trajectories around the mean trajectory, the canonical trans-
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formation (2.3) can be Taylor-expanded with respect to

:

; (2.5)

Here and hereafter the symbol [g] for any function g(r), r\'\ (, (') denotes [g] = g(t), 17*; {„
f J = 0), which is a function of (i/ai ijj).

The functions [Cy] and (C/J in the lowest order term of Eq. (2.5) define the collec-
tive submanifold Ec°" embedded in M2K. The functional forms of [Cj] and [CJ] can
be determined by means of the selfcoruistent-collective-coordinate (SCC) method [9],
in which the condition for the collective submanifold is formulated as the staiionarity
of the energy with respect to the small deviation from the collective submanifold.'

°-
This condition denotes the maximal decoupling between the relevant and irrelevant
degrees of freedom.

The higher order terms Cj" in Eq. (2.5) define the irrelevant variables associated
with the collective submanifold. They are determined under the condition that they
satisfy the canonical variables condition (2.4) in each order of the Taylor expansion.
The method of constructing Cj , which are consistent with the SCC method, is
described elsewhere [4j.

The coordinate system (ijoi'?oi£<»>£o) thus determined is called the dynamical
canonical coordinate (DCC) system because it is specifically defined for the dynamical
property of the bundle of the TDHF trajectories under consideration.

After properly dividing the whole dynamics of trajectories into the relevant and
the irrelevant variables, we get an explicit expression of the Hamiltonian in the rep-
resentation of the DCC system:

H = 2Jf f • (2.7)

Ht0> = [H\,

vrkJ ^Wr
c.fo -_^_^_| + 1 { . f . | g*g | + iUp r ffj? 11

: (28)

The first order term H^ vanishes because of the maximal decoupling condition
(2.6) which is imposed on the collective sitbmanifold. Thus the second order term
Hm play dominant role for the coupling between the relevant and the irrelevant
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degrees of freedom, when the amplitude of the irrelevant variables is small. The
explicit expression for the second order term H^ is given, for exmaple, by

d2H 1 8C-]

ddaq

d(.0

Ida] \dci]\

where

.rife

A s '

dC] dC]
(2.9)

d d[H) d
(2.10)

Equation (2.9) does suggest important ingredients of the coupling between the
relevant and the irrelevant degrees of freedom. In order to see this, we here begin
the discussion with a comment on the local canonical variables (LCV) approximation
which was adopted by Ref. [10) in constructing the irrelevant variables (fa, (£).

The LCV approximation consists in neglecting the last term of Eq. (2.9) which
includes the derivatives of [~8-] a n c ' [ IT] w ' " 1 respect to the relevant variables (17, JJ")
(such terms arc called the non-local terms). In this approximation, one can determine
(f^-1 , [f^]) so that they diagonalize the second order coeffecients locally at every

point of (j\,i)'): [ a f ^ ] = *o(jwa(»/,v"). [a£%] = °- T h e Hamiltonian in the LCV
thus has a form

/TLCV = [H\ + T.^(V,V')UI + O(|£|3). (2.11)

We note that the LCV Hamiltonian HLcv is integrable as far as up to the second
order terms are taken into account. Thus the LCV Hamiltonian cannot bring about
the dissipation in this order. As shown in Ref. [11], the dissipation is rather related
to violation of the LCV approximation, which was formulated as the separability
condition.

On the other hand, the non-local term is retained in constructing the DCC system.
The second order term /T'2' in the DCC system is, therefore, generally has off-diagonal
form components, and the Hamiltonian up to the second order H = \H] + H^ does
not remain integrable any more. It is this non-mtegrablc character of the Hamiltonian
that can cause energy transport between the relevant and the irrelevant degrees of
freedom and give rise to the dissipation.

3 Description of the bundle of trajectories

3.1 Time-dependent projection operator method

In order to describe time-evolution of the bundle of TDHF trajectories, we introduce a
distribution function p(>j, >;",{, £*;t) which denotes distribution of the representative
points in the TDHF phase space iftK. It is normalized so that

Tvp(t) = 1, (3.12)
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where

Tr = Tr,1Ve,

°d&- (3-13)

The time-evolution of the distribution function is given by a Liouville equation

pit) = -iCp(t) = {H, p(t)}PB , (3.14)

Here, the symbol { , } p B denotes the Poisson bracket

Thanks to the dynamical definition of the DCC system (*t*,iZ,(a,£a\ we can
describe gross properties of the bundle of trajectories in terms of only the relevant
variables (r/a,r]l). We hence introduce reduced distribution functions defined by

/>««,«'; 0 = Ttvplt,v'A,V;t). (3.16)

Since we intend to investigate the microscopic dynamics of dissipative process,
we should not introduce any statistical ansatz for the reduced irrelevant distribu-
tion function P(, but describe its dynamical evolution. For this purpose it is useful
to employ a general framework of the time-dependent projection operator method
proposed by Willis and Picard [12].

According to the projection method, we define a separable part and a correlated
one of the distribution function as

p.{t) = p,(t)p((t) = P(t)p(t),

Pc(t) s p(t)-pn(t)Pi{t) = V-P{t)Mt), (3.17)

respectively. Here P(t) is the time-dependent projection operator

P(t) s Mt)Trn + p((t)7i( - pn(t)p((t)ri. (3.18)

Projecting out the correlated part />c(c), we can reduce the original Liouville equation
(3.14) to a master equation of the separable distribution function p,(t), and thereby
coupled master equations for pn{t) and P({t):

= -iCv(t)pn(t) - f
Jo

rt-to

Jo

Here,

[-i Jldt\l - P(t'))c} , (3.20)
'«(0}p.B.. (321)
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and Hn(t) [ H((t) ] denotes a mean part of Hamiltonian H which is defined by
averaging of H over the irrelevant reduced distribution function p((t) [ the relevant
one p,(«) ]:

H,(t) = Tr(Hpe(t) = (H)u = H^rf) + E(B?)e.(,4;(i,,>,'). (322)

Ht(t) = TrnHp,(t) = (#)„, = Y;(A:)n,'B!({<C), (3.23)

where we used a notation

H = Hcan(

= [a],
= EHl"} = im(V:V:)B!(ta,a- (3.24)

As is seen from Eqs. (3.21), (3.22) and (3.23), the first terms in the r.h.s. of Eqs.(3.19)
represent mean effect of the coupling Fc o u p ] between the relevant and the irrelevant
degrees of freedom.

On the other hand, C±(t) in the r.h.s. of Eq. (3.19)

C*(t) = C - ( £ , « ) + £ ((/)) (3.25)

denotes the fluctuation of the coupling Hcmipi around the mean part. Thus the second
terms represent the effect of the fluctuation, which we simply call the fluctuation effect
of the coupling or the fluctuating coupling effect.

Here it should be noticed that Eq. (3.19) is derived by using the initial condition
p(t0) = p,(t0). This choice is possible only because of our optimal choice of the DCC
system.

3.2 Coupled master equation

Assuming that the fluctuation effect can be treated in a perturbative expansion, we
expand the exact Green function g(t, t—r) with respect to C&. Then the lowest order
term of the expansion of Eq. (3.19) produces the following coupled master equations:

p\{t) = -iC

(3.26)

dT [- EX^(t , t -T){B' ( , {%{{,t-T)- (Bfo^Mtit-T)}^

M-T){B;,{$»(*,«-r),ft«,l-r)} } 1, (3.27)
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where

Xa*(t,t-r) s -O(T)Tr({BlBb
((t,t-T)}p((t,t-T), (3.28)

j>ai(t,t-r) 3 eir)TriBl{Bt
((t,t-T)-{B*e)(,t.,)p((*,*-r), (3.29)

«,<-r)}p,(<,<-r), (3.30)

-r)-<4)n.(_T)<3,(*,<-T). (3.31)

Here, the quantities /»„(*, t—r) and p<(t, <—r) are the "interaction picture" distribution
functions corresponding to the "Schrodinger picture" pn(t) and p((t). That is,

In the same way,

pn(t,i-T) S5,(M
Pt(t,t-T) = g((t,t-r)p((t-T). (3.32)

B | ( M - r ) = «,<(t,t-r)£>|. (3.33)

The quantities x and X are called response functions whereas xj> and ̂  have a meaning
of correlation functions.

Equations (3.26) and (3.27) provide us with the basic equations for describing the
time evolution of the bundle of trajectories. In marked contrast to the conventional
Nakajima-Zwanzig projection method [13] where the irrelevant reduced distribution
function P( is assumed to be time-independent, we treat p^, in the present paper, as
a time-dependent object governed by the master equation (3.27).

The time-dependent projection method [12] was first applied to nuclear physics
in Ref. [14] to treat collective and intrinsic degrees of freedom on the same footing
to derive the coupled master equation of Pauli type. However, in that work, the
fluctuation effect of coupling were completely neglected.

4 Perturbative treatment of the master equation
for irrelevant degrees of freedom

Since the coupled master equations (3.26) and (3.27) are exact except the higher
orders of the fluctuation effects of coupling, they can describe variety of dynamics of
the bundle of trajectories. As far as the irrelevant degrees of freedom are concerned,
we should notice at least three mechanism responsible for dissipative process:

1. The mean effects of coupling represented by the first term in the r.h.s. of
Eq. (3.27). This forces the irrelevant degrees of freedom to evolve in time under
the influence of the time-dependent Hamiltonian H((t) = £„ (A°} BJ (£,{").

2. The fluctuation effect of coupling represented by the second term in the r.h.s.
of Eq. (3.27).



3. Finally, we should note the structure of the coupling Hamiltonian Hcupi =
J2n>2 # '" ' • The higher order anharmonic coupling H^"-3) begin to work, when
the amplitude of the irrelevant variables becomes large. In this situation, the
non-linear motion which emerge even within the irrelevant degrees of freedom
may become important.

Instead of developing comprehensive investigation of the dissipative mechanism
stated above, we concentrate ourselves, in the following, to the situations which are
expected for the dynamics of the bundle of trajectories. We consider the situation
where the irrelevant degrees of freedom of the trajectories is in small amplitude.
This allows us to neglect the higher order anharmonic coupling effects. The situation
under consideration is supposed to be the one where time-dependence of the relevant
motion of trajectory governed by Hco\i as well as the mean coupling effect is much
slower than that of the irrelevant motion. This makes it possible to introduce two
kinds of time scale which are very different from each other and to treat the mean
coupling effect in a perturbative expansion with respect to the ratio of the time-scales.
In this restricted and simplified situation, we intend to single out dynamical role of
the fluctuating coupling effect on the evolution of the irrelevant degrees of freedom,
whose importance has never been recognized yet.

4.1 Mean effects of coupling: adiabatic perturbation

Discussing the perturbation method, we start with the mean effect of coupling. The
time evolution of the irrelevant degrees of freedom under the influence of the mean
coupling effect is generally described by the equation of a form

J/<K, V;t) = -iC((t)M& a 0. (4.1)

for an arbitrary function /( of the irrelevant variables (&»,O.
According to the assumption on the time scales, the relevant variables can be

regarded, in the zero-th approximation, as constant during the time scale of the irrel-
evant motion. We hence introduce a new kind of the irrelevant variables (Co(0> C M )
which are related to the original irrelevant variables (£„, {£) through a time-dependent
linear canonical transformation, and which (liagonalize H^(i) at each time t:

= 5>.(0C(«)&(0. (4.2)
a

Namely, the irrelevant variables (C(Oi C M ) represent normal modes of irrelevant
motion which are defined with the time-dependence of H((t) neglected.

Homogeneous polynomials of (C»(0>Co(0)

N = J2N« (total rank)
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become eigen functions of the mean Liouvillian £({t):

C((t)efHt) = kC3(t)ef](t), (4.4)

0. (4.5)

which we call the adiabatic base. Expanding the function f( in terms of the adiabatic
base {efHt)} as

N.I

we can reduce the Liouville equation (4.1) to

if(l) = M/)/fW i^C^(t)jPlt). (4.7)

Here the coeffecients C^ \t) is defined for the time- derivative of the adiabatic base,

Since the adiabatic base e\; (t) varies through time-dependence of ([gf?^ ]\ and

\ af-ac / • t n e coefficient C« (<) reperesent the non-adiabaticity of the relevant

motion. The magnitude of the non-adiabaticity is estimated as

~ ^ . (4.9)

where 7-rej and T;,^ are the characteristic time scale of the relevant and the irrelevant
motions of the TDHF trajectories, respectively. According to the assumption on the
time scales stated in the beginning of this section, the ratio between r«i and rln^
is smaller than one, and hence effect of the non-adiabaticity can be treated by the
perturbative expansion (the so-called adiabatic perturbation).

The zero-th order solution of this perturbative expansion for Eq. (4.7) is found
to be

l
Correspondingly, we can also expand the Green function ff((t,to) which formally
provide with the evolution under the mean coupling effect, e.g.

( W f ^ ) . (4.11)
It should be noted that there exist no mechanism causing the dissipation of the

bundle of trajectories in the lowest order of the mean coupling effect under the above
situation.
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4.2 Fluctuation effects of coupling
Let us investigate the fluctuation effect of coupling on the time evolution of the re-
duced irrelevant distribution function P{(t). Since detailed profile of p^ is not needed,
it is convenient to deal with moments of the irrelevant variables for the distribution
Pj. Thus we shall discuss the time-evolution of the ensemble average of the adiabatic
base e ^ C ) .

which denotes the N-th moment which measures the spread of the bundle of trajec-
tories around the collective submanifold.

The evolution of (e'P(t)^ ( is governed by

(T = t — *0) which are obtained directly from the master equation (3.27).
The second term in the r.h.s. of Eq. (4.12) represents effects of non-adiabaticity

on the irrelevant degrees of freedom, which can be treated perturbatively according
to the previous discussion. The last two terms containing the time integral represent
the fluctuation effects of coupling. While the fluctuation effect on the irrelevant
degrees of freedom has usually been neglected, there seem to be no a priori reason
for discarding the effect.

In order to be consistent with the ^-expansion used in deriving the master
equations (3.26) and (3 27), the fluctuation effect of the coupling should be also
regarded as perturbation. As will be easily seen, however, the naive perturbation
method encounters an inherent difficulty of divergence. This difficulty turns out to
be related to the coherent contribution coming from the fluctuation effects of coupling.

Namely, we have to apply an elaborated perturbation scheme whicn is capable of
treating the coherent part separately from the rest incoherent part of the fluctuation
effects of coupling.

We firstly write p( as

* ( « ) = pf\t) + pl'Ht) + • • •, (4.13)

where the superscript (H) denotes the order of the perturbation with respect to both
the non-adiabaticity and the incoherent fluctuating coupling effects. Correspondingly,
the moment (c? (t)) is expressed as



We set up the zero-th order term for Eq. (4.12) in a form

Here the factor ej-* (t) represents the coherent part of the fluctuating coupling effects
and is later determined selfconsistently. The solutions of the zero-th order equation
is found to be

™J {T ( 1̂ } <T . (4-16)

for the distribution satisfying the initial condition p^ (to) — P((ta)-
First order term of the perturbativr expansion for Eq. (4.12) becomes

- 4 ' ( < ) ( 4 (*)}(,,• (4-17)
Here we subtracted the term with 4 (0 m order to compensate the same term which
already appeared in Eq. (4.15).

With the use of the zero-th order solution in Eq. (4.16), the integrations /0
T dr in

the fluctuating coupling terms in Eq. (4.17) are carried out under the approximation
with T —> oo as well as riIre|/Tre| < 1. Consequently, the first order equation (4.17) is
reduced to

( C 4 ) ( C (4.18)
where

D E E^'^f (4.19)*Do = E E^(o^f} n+1.
»=o.i ,7- (>''"(*) + e^'(*))

In the derivation we employed the following: i) The integrand of the third term
in the r.h.s. of Eq. (4.17) is calculated to be

-r)e-/-«dlfl«''»+'SI"'»*>{»i7}(eW(0>J (4.20)

with the use of the zero-th order solutions Eqs. (4.11), (4.1G) and the symbol { £ }
defined by

ifjm MX MX . r i W i J I
uei • er /PB • ei" /PB ~ ̂ ' fl ' nl •

B i /PB
til
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ii) !P/p(',t — T) is a correlation function (3.31) defined for the functions A'v(t) and
A'n(t — T) of the relevant variables. The correlation function depends on T with the
time-scale rn\ of the relevant motion and can be expanded as

- r ) | • (4.22)

This expansion is justified when the factor ej, satisfy the condition

(4.23)

and the integrand (4.20) damps with increasing r faster than the time scale T ^ of
the relevant motion, iii) The integral of the fourth term in the r.h.s. of Eq. (4.17) is

reduced to the quantity which is proportional to the \N+2]-th moments (e *•?'(<)y

or^ej^O)) (',-•('0 • which can be neglected in comparison with the JV-th moment
under the si amplitude assumption.

The factor <lA1(() in Eq. (4.18) must satisfy the selfconsistent condition

because the factor represents the coherent part of the fluctuating coupling effect
which was already included in the zero-th order.

Integrating Eq. (4.18), we obtain the first order solution

+ l i - M O + i&Kt) + 4" ' (0 {r { ) ) « '

where the first and the second terms represent the non-adiabaticity effect and the in-
coherent part of the fluctuating coupling effect, respectively. If we did not separately
treat the coherent part of the fluctuating coupling effect (hence el"' = 0), there would
remain k = I component in the r.h.s. of Eq. (4.25), the first order solution would
diverge. The selfconsistent condition (4.24) is quite important in order to extricate
the first order perturbation from the divergence.

4.3 Dynamical role of fluctuating coupling effect

When the real part of ej ' determined by Eq. (4.24) is positive, the moment (cj (())
increase in time in accordance with Eq. (4.16). This is the situation where the bun-
dle of trajectories under consideration shows a, divergent behaviour of the irrelevant
motion around the collective submanifold.
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Let us briefly discuss the structure of Eq. (4.24). Taking into account the lowest
order (n = 1) term, Eq. (4.24) becomes

for k = 0. As is easily seen, there is the possibility of a solution J£}a with real finite
value in addition to the trivial solution e'£}0 = 0. The non-trivial solution satisfying

the condition Eq. (4.23) may exist when the factor / U j - (A{) I \ (f ^ 0)

have rather large value. The fluctuation A\, — ^Aj,) of the coupling Hamiltionian

tfcoupi = Ei-<l|[(»/.>7";0eil(£.{";') becomes large when the expanse of />, increases.
We can tlius say that one of the origin of the dissipation consists in the fluctuation
effect of the coupling between the relevant and the irrelevant degrees of freedom.

5 Transport equation for the relevant degrees of
freedom

5.1 Transport equation
The master equation (3.26) for the reduced relevant distribution function pn is rewrit-
ten in the representation of the adiabatic basis as

p\(i) = - i £

where Xti(t,t — r) (or $g/(t,t — T) ) are the response (correlation) function for the
adiabatic basis functions ej'(t) and ej?'(t —T). The response function, for example,
h fhas a form

* " W v = o E {«f V" 1 * 3 1 " -* 0 ' * <e$?(t))!°? • (5-2)

Here we evaluated it in the zero-th order perturbation for />(. It should be noted that
the response function clamps, in increasing T, with the time scale 1 A? which is much
smaller than the time scale Tr<l of the relevant motion under the condition (4.23). In
this situation we can neglect the memory of the past pn(i — T) (r > 0) with longer
time scale, and we can introduce a Markoff approximation

(A[(t-T))iit_r~(A[(,t,t-r))iii, (5.3)
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in Eq. (5.1).
On the other hand, the first term in the r.h.s. of Eq. (5.1) which includes the

mean effect of coupling is expressed as

-.AC WO =

j W , j } w (5-4)
kl

by using the zero-th and the first order solutions (4.16) and (4.25) for («j'(<)) • In
Eq. (5.4), we singled out the last term which arises from the non-adiabaticity effect
for (eg (0 ) , because this term includes the time-derivative of the relevant motion.

The rest of ( ' ? ( 0 / c a n ^ e renormalized as a part of the collective Hamiltonian.

Thus, we obtain an approximate equation of the master equation (5.1),

J
r>=0.1 gf

+ y y^Ni°Ht)iAl(t), (-4?n)(t), pM)\ I
nSoi " ™ yJ P.B./p.B. '

where Mr." and /Vi- are n-th moments of the response and the correlation functions,

NM _

and

^ " ' ( O = f-T-J ^ ( M - T ) i (5.8)
V" 7 / r=o

Equation (5.5) is a partial differential equation for evolution of />„ which includes
first and second order differential with respect to the relevant variables (v.V*)- Hence,
Eq. '5.5) can be regarded as a transport equation for the relevant degrees of free-
dom which has the essentially same form as the Fokker-Planck equation. Transport
coeffecients are given in terms of the moments of the response and the correlation
functions, M-jp and A'ip!.

5.2 Equation for mean trajectory

Let us investigate the mean trajectory which tell us a part of the structure of the
transport equation (5.5). It is convenient for this purpose to represent the relevant
variables in terms of coordinate- momentum representation

P = (i,-»/•)/« v ^ (5.9)
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in place of IJ and IJ". We obtain the equation for the mean trajectory (Q(t),P(i)) =
qj , (P)n,) from the transport equation (5.5):

J « Q Q * \ *N

A = a? ' f f '°^m + c a? 'fl™"'in + Tp<3 a? ^ '°" 'm ~ 7PpdQ '/f™n'in'

^ [ ^ L - ^ [ ^ » n ) n l - 7 0 0 ^ [^uL + 'W^WLuL (5-10)

In deriving this equation we approximated the function Aj i;i Eq. (5.5) up to the
linear order fluctuation

The bracket [ ]m means [ ]Qs(}(OiP_/>(().
As in the linear response theory, the friction coeffecients "YQQ, fpQ and

given by, e.g.,

where I^'r\ is the first moment for the antisymmetric part jf"j(t; r) of the response
function xcb(t,t — r) = xii(*!T) + 'X«j('ir)- With the use of the zero-th order
approximation (5.2) for the response function, iM'~ j is calculated to be

As is evident in these expression, the friction coeffecients become non-zero when
we obtain finite value for the factor tj, which represents the dynamical increase of the
fluctuation of the irrelevant variables discussed in § 5. This is a natural consequence
of a simple fact that the dissipation of the relevant motion is nothing but energy
transport from the relevant degrees of freedom to the irrelevant ones.

6 Concluding remarks
On the basis of the microscopic theory of nuclear collective dynamics [5], we pro-
posed in §§2 and 3 the general master equations which allow us to investigate various
microscopic mechanism of the large-amplitude dissipative collective motion in the
TDHF theory. This theory consists mainly of the two ingredients: i) The dynami-
cal canonical coordinate (DCC) system in which the whole dynamics of the bundle
(ensemble) of the TDHF trajectories is divided into the relevant and the irrelevant
degrees of freedom, ii) The time dependent projection operator method which makes
it possible to treat both the dynamical evolution of the relevant reduced distribution
function and that of the irrelevant ones in an equal footing.

Within the general framework and without relying on any statistical hypothesis
on the nuclear dynamics, we singled out one of the possible mechanism responsible
for the dissipative collective motions which is governed by the transport equation
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of the Fokker-Planck type. The mechanism is due to the fluctuation effect of the
coupling, which not only causes the irrelevant variables to increase but also validates
the Markoff approximation in deriving the transport equation.

As mentioned in § 4, the general master equations are rich enough to be ex-
plored because various mechanism of the dissipative dynamics are included in those
in addition to the above one. We plan to investigate them comprehensively in order
to understanding the non-equilibrium statistical phenomena in such finite quantum
systems as nuclei.
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